
(from several days about several months) the basic lines were narrowed, the peaks - satellites
- disappeared, and then they occurred again, grew together with widening of the basic peak,
rather sharply disappeared etc. With current of time the period of such cycle grew. We assume
that it is structure relaxation of film system through auto oscillatory processes. The auto
emission spectrum of electron states on M4- and Ms-subshell of Yb atoms testifies to
reduction of their energy of coupling approximately on 300 eV as a result of inclusion of
atoms into cluster and splitting of the appropriate nuclear levels of energy in a magnetic field
with an induction B « 5x 1010 Gs. The so strong magnetic field is caused, apparently, complete
"by destruction" N-subshell, to what auto emission spectrum testifies.

The study of ICE, auto emission and Auger electron spectra specifies formation of
toroid structures pulled together with the opposite directed vectors - toroid moments, i.e
toroid quadrupoles, which existence is caused by forces breaking invariancy in time. Our data
testify to an essential role of electromagnetic interactions in this process. Overlapped with

—> -> ->
toroid rapprochement under influence of the mechanical moments K =\i[ txj], where u. -

—> —>
magnetic constant, t - the dipole toroid moment, j - density of an external current, the
opposite directed fields form an electrostatic mirror, braking or accelerating electrons,
included in it, and directing them on atom chains of matrix of a source of a radio-activity, that
follows from characteristic displays of effect of electron channel. The received result causes
necessity of careful comparison of this phenomenon with topological Chern-Simons
interaction effect, shown, for example, in fractional quantum Hall effect. It is known that this
effect is observed in very pure samples placed in a strong magnetic field, with low
temperatures and is caused by strong interelectronic interaction. The detailed analysis of two
these phenomena can result in deeper understanding of the mechanism of infringement of T-
invariancy.

1. Kartashov V.M., Troitskaya A.G. // Accurate Measureme"^ in nuclear Spetroscopy. St.
Petersburg. PNPI. 1994. p. 35.
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ABOUT SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION OF QUANTUM FIELD
THEORY WITH FUNDAMENTAL MASS

R.R.Adjimambetov, U.RJbodova, E.V.Kravchenko,
M.A.Sattarov, Sh.U.Umidullaev

Samarkand State University, Uzbekistan

The purpose of the present work is to show one of the variants of a solution of "The
Fundamental equation" (F.E.)
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dxMdx, h
j

O(X,JC 5 )=0

obtained by V.G.Kadyshevsky and R.M.Ibodov under formulating of Quantum Field Theory

with fundamental mass (QFT with FM).

Let's emphasise, that fundamental mass M - is a new hypothetical Parameter of

dimensionality of mass, which should be so universal as ft, c or Newtonian gravitational

constant k, and represent itself as a characteristic scale in superhigh energy region.

Passing to the mixed (p, x5 - repress p2 + M2 < 0 entation, we obtain a new equation,

having a solution with all p2, including the area. Hence, p =\p +M accepts as

material, and totally imaginary values. Defining this magnitude as a generalised function of a
common solution of the new equation easily can be noted as:

, x5) = cos(x5

ao(/?,o)
where "initial data <t>(p, 0) and — are defined with all values of 4momentums.5Ox
Producing Fourier's transformation, we discover the formal solution of F.E.

x<
sin(x5^p2+M:

dx

dO(pfi)
Satisfying to the specified criterion <t>(p, 0) and form a class of functions, in limits

dx5

of which the correct statement of Cauchy's problem for F.E. on variable x5 is admissible.

1. Ibodov R.M., Kadyshevsky V.G. Proc.5th Int. Symp. On Selected Topics in Statistical

Mechanics, Dubna-1989, World Scientific p. 131-156, (1989);

2. Ibodov R.M. "A Quantum field theory with, new universal scale in the superhigh energies

region", Tashkent 1994;
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3. Ibodov R.M., Kadyshevsky V.G. Abstract of the Second Uzbekistan Conference" Modem
problems of Nuclear Physics ", Samarkand, 1997, p. 187;

4. Ibodov R.M. Proc. Int. Conf. " Probl. of Theor. and Solid State Phys. ", Buchara 1997,
p.22-23
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SPONTANEOUS BREAKING OF SYMMETRY IN QFT
WITH FUNDAMENTAL MASS

R.J.Artikov, U.RJbodova, D.R.Ravshanova

Samarkand State University, Uzbekistan

The construction of a sequential Quantum Field Theory (QFT) with a new, universal
scale in the superhigh energy region - Fundamental Mass M emanates to V.G. Kadi she vkiy's
work [1]. This Fundamental Mass and corresponding to it fundamental length, probably,
called to play the same key role in physical theory, as Planck's constant, the speed of light or
Newtonian gravitational constant do, and of a sequential quantum field theory (QFT) with,
new, appear as a characteristic scale in the superhigh energy region.

The simple examples of spontaneous breaking of various symmetries for the scalar
theory with fundamental mass have been considered [1]. Higgs' generalizations on
fundamental mass have been found.

With the application of the concept of Markov's "Maximon" [2] shown, that the account
of the spontaneous breaking of a symmetry results in the appearance of Goldstone scalar non-
mass particle and material scalar particle, having defined mass, and this particle can be
identified with Markov's "Maximon".

As we know, the local fields are referred to the lowest representations of appropriate compact
groups of symmetry. As to particles' mass, this magnitude is Kazimir's operator of Poincare's
noncompact group, and in those representations of the given group, which are being used in
QFT, can take any values. In 1965 M. A. Markov put forward the hypothesis [2], according to
that the spectrum of masses of elementary particles must break on "Planck's mass"

= I (G - gravitational constant) M <mpianic Particles with the limit mass m = nipiank
V Cr

M.A.Markov has defined as "maximons". "Maximon's" concept has been put in the basis of

Markov's script of the early Universe. In this work has been proved, that because of the

spontaneous breaking of the symmetry both Goldstone scalar non - mass particle and material

scalar particle appear, that, if we accept it for maximun, then maximun will has the mass:

2M
mMax -

1. Kadyshevsky V.G, FERMILAB-Pub 78/70 THY, September, 1978.
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